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- THE PRINTS -

The prints of the Matterminds
collection by Studio Noun are collages
made from the various projects that
have been realized in recent years.
The materials used in those projects
were zoomed in by photographs and
made into collages with a special
finishing technique.
In this way colorful art works and
prints which are used in various
applications were created.
Every product and print is a
combination of Studio Noun’s stories.
Its matter derives from experiences
that the studio and its clients created
and experienced during different
design products.
Matterminds came to life by
combining this matter to our new
matter. Therefore we started to
create live art resulting in digital
and paint prints which evolved into
products that make you feel at home,
just like our interior design projects.
Every print can evolve into a new
product. We started with carpets
and wallpappers to complete our own
projects. And now it can be
transported into every artifact to give
your living space your own carachter
and touch.
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- THE CARPETS -

These are high performance and durable custom-designed carpets that have been digitally
printed in high resolution. The prints are the result of a transformation of our matter and
colors used in Studio Noun interior design projects. With the help of these colorful patterns
and an innovative technique it revolutionizes the world of
floor coverings as we know it.

280 cm

180 cm

Quality: PRC 1000
Material: recycled polyester wool
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- THE STARFISH LAMP -

Meet ‘’Starfish’’ a lamp
designed by Sandra Planken
and produced in collaboration
with Blom & Blom.
Together we created this
elegant pendant light that
is distinguished by it’s
three ‘Stalactites’, made of
compressed recycled textiles.
The geometric forms crown
the frosted glass sphere and
are accented by fine brass
details.
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- MILANO THE MASTERMIND EXHIBITION -

partners Blom&Blom in via Conte Rosso 26, @lievietocreativelab

Designweek Milano 2018. Lievito Creative Lab in Via Conte Rosso
26 has hosted Matterminds from Holland with fury.
Studio Noun and Blom & Blom together in the Lambrate Ventura
district. Studio Noun showed their elegant wall and floor
decorations through carpets and wallpaper where everything is
printable. With Blom & Blom we created some futuristic lamps
made with recycled material.
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- SANDRA PLANKEN ABOUT MATTERMINDS -

Where did you get the idea of
Matterminds and how does this transmit
though the collection?
I wanted to show and re-use the matter I have
used for the last 7 years in design projects.
Iasked my clients what they thought was
my way of working and thinking. And asked
Judith Geerts to help me get my thoughts and
text out of my head and on paper. When we
started to select the images and our project
matter we zoomed in on them so it would not
be arecognizable image anymore. Out of the
images the collages and print came about. So all
of our matter evolved into something new.
Instead of normal photography we wanted to
show people the way I think, see and feel.
All the prints products tell this story: the story
about the matter, the storyabout me, the clients,
the team and the end product. A constant
conversation about experimenting and not
knowing exactly what will become of a new
design.

How does this collection connect or
evolve?
We have made over 200 collages and new
images. This collection evolves by using it with
new products or materials. Cross overs between
these images and its matter. My ambition is
to use them on textiles, wood, glass and wool
items.

What places make you feel connected
and inspired?
Amsterdam and Barcelona have always been
my inspiration. Barcelona for its art and colorful
way of living and thinking. Amsterdam for its open mind and smart way of designing. While the Matterminds collection has
been influenced by them both, the basics of this collection are a result of projects in cities all around the Netherlands. Its
become a feeling of the Dutch urban environment mixed together with my love and passion for both cities, materials and
color.

SANDRA PLANKEN
chaotic creative, makes you move forward, fast and strong motivator, collector of form and feel colour,
matter and structure, social designer
STUDIO NOUN
started in 2011 and has always worked on restaurants and private home design.
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